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A Self-Consistent Model for High Repetition Rate
Copper Vapor Lasers
M. J. KUSHNER

Abstract-A computer model for a high repetition rate copper vapor
laser is described. Equations for the discharge pulse, laserpulse,and
interpulse afterglow period are simultaneously integratedover many
discharge cycles until aconsistentsolution is obtained. In this way,
consistent initial conditions are obtained and many scaling characteristics of thecopper laserare successfully reproduced.This is a major
improvement over models which consider only a single-laser pulse. By
modeling both an ideal and real laser, and comparing the results to experimental data, we havedeterminedthat the peak*le@ontemperature and the initial density of metastable copper arehthe factors which
dominatethe performance of the laser.Processeswhich
effect these
two quantities are therefore the most important in describing the laser.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGH repetition rate (HRR) electric discharge metal vapor
lasers are a practical source of high peak and high average
power in the visible. The copper laser (5106 and 5782 has,
in particular, been the object of an intense development program in this country as well as in Israel and Russia [ l ] -[3].
More than 100W from asingle oscillator and hundreds of watts
from a multichain oscillator-amplifier arrangement have been
reported [4]. The most sophisticated HRR copper lasers are
resonantly charged electric discharge devices. These lasers are
self heated; the energy required to heatthe laser tube and
vaporize thecopper comes fromthe discharge itself.Fora
given repetition rate, buffer gas pressure, and discharge pulse
energy
CY2), insulation surrounding the discharge tube determines the
tube
temperature
and hence copper vapor
pressure.
The copper laser is a cyclic or self terminating laser. The
upper laserlevelis
resonant to the ground state while the
lower laser level is metastable. Thus, atoms making the laser
transition accumulate in the lower level and eventually cause
the gain to become negative. Since oscillation cannot be
achieved if the density of copper atoms in the lower level is
too large at the beginning of the discharge pulse, the slow collisional relaxation rate of the lower level sets an upper limit on
therepetitionrate.
Thus, the choice of repetition rate immediately sets threshold pumping requirements; that is, the
number of atoms which must be excited to the upper level in
order to reach threshold.The choice ofrepetitionrate also
determines the initial conditions for the discharge pulse since
the initial electron density (i.e., plasma tube impedance) and
electron temperature are a function ofinterpulse processes.
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Previously reported models of the copper vapor laser have
considered only a single-laser pulse and discharge pulse, and as
a result have had to assume initial conditions [SI -[8]. This
approach has difficulty in accurately modeling laser properties
as a function of charging voltage, capacitance, repetition rate,
and tube temperature since a number of discharge pulses and
interpulse relaxation periods are required beforeconsistent,
reproducible initial conditions are obtained.
In a previous paper [9] , we reported an analysis of the copper chloride double pulselaser in which a dissociation discharge pulse was modeled and the results were used as initial
conditions for an analysis of the pumping discharge pulse. In
this way, laser pulse energy as a function of the time delay between discharge pulses could be calculated. In this paper, we
report a similar analysis for the high repetition rate pure copper laser. Coupled rate equations describing the time rate of
change of the number density of selected atomic levels of copper and helium (the buffer gas) as well as laser intensity, electron density, electron temperature,
gas temperature and discharge current, and voltage were formulated. Initial conditions
were assumed. The equations were integrated, simulating the
discharge pulse and interpulse afterglow period. After a time T
had elapsed representing one cycle [T = (repetition rate)-' ] ,
the densities and temperatures were compared to the initial
conditions. If a given convergence was not achieved, the laser
was pulsed again and the process repeated. In this way, a consistent laser pulse, discharge pulse, number densities, and temperatures were computed for an entirecycle.
In an ideal HRR copper vapor laser, quantities such as charging voltage, capacitance, metal density, and repetition rate are
independent and can be uniquely specified. In an ideal laser,
one is able to specify thermodynamic quantities, access any
tube temperature, and uniformly
deposit energy throughout
the active volume. The discharge circuit of an ideal laseris
free of inductance. In a real HRR laser, the tube temperature
and metal density are functions of the discharge input power
so that the charging voltage, capacitance, repetition rate, and
metaldensity are not independent. The buffer gas pressure
can be specified exterior to the tube but cannot be accurately
known within the tube due to transient discharge heating. The
materials used in the construction of real lasers set an upper
limit on the tube temperature, and inductance in the
discharge
circuit limits therateat
which currentand voltage appear
across the tube. These limitations mask the physical processes
which occur in a real HRR laser and make it difficult to deconvolve the effect of changing a single variable. Therefore,
our analysis is divided intotwo sections. Thefirst section
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deals with the modeling of an ideal laser and clearly illustrates taneous emission, electron excitation orrelaxation) then desomeof the basic physicalprocessestaking place. Equipped termine what distribution of excitedstates
results from
with results fromthe ideal analysis, the second sectionexelectron-ion recombinations. This is especially important in
Ifelectron-ion recombinationspreferamines and models the real laser, now better able to explain the case ofcopper.
entiallypopulatethemetastable
2D lowerlaserlevel,
then
the computed and experimentalresults.
For the purpose ofcomparing the model to experimental pumping requirements to reach threshold are increased for the
data,conditions
whichsimulate
the VENUS copper were next laser pulse.
We haveincluded thethermodynamicquantities
chosen. The VENUS laser is a 15 w device operating at about
Tg,PC,,
6 kHz. The discharge tube is made ofalumina witha 2.54 and Pg. During the operation of a VENUS laser, the temperacm ID and a heated region 50 cm long. Thelaserhas been ture of the discharge tube, which determines the copper vapor
described in detail elsewhere [4] .
pressure, can be measured by an optical pyrometer. The buffer
The resdlts of themodelindicatethat
the dependence of gas pressure is measured external to the laser tube. The temlaser power on metal density (tube temperature) is primarily a perature of the discharge tube remains essentially constant, as
function of the peakelectrontemperature.
Since the peak does the external buffer gas pressure; however, the gas temelectron temperature is a function of the peak voltage across
perature within the tube can change by many hundreds of dethe discharge tube, this value largely determines the optimum grees during the discharge pulse. An increase ingas temperatube temperature and maximum laser power. The results also ture increases the local gas pressures Pg and PC, at the same
show that the dependence of laser power on repetition rate is rate. However, the relaxation of Pg and PC, proceeds at difa function of the initial metastable density, andthat this value ferent rates. Theequilibriumvaporpressure
for PC, is that
is a function of thedominantmode ofrelaxation (electron pressure determined by the wall temperature. Therefore, excollision or diffusion).
clusiveofchanges in the gas temperature, the time constant
We will discuss some details of the model in Section11. Char- for relaxation of PC, to its equilibrium value is A/vd where A
acteristics of the ideal laser as a function of tube temperature, is the radial diffusion length of the discharge tube and vd is
charging voltage, discharge capacitance, and repetition rate as the speed at which copper atoms diffuse to the wall. Similarly,
computed with the model will be discussed in Section 111. A the equilibriumpressure for the buffer gasis that pressure
comparison between computed and experimental results for a measured external to the tube. Therefore, exclusive of changes
real laser will be made in Section IV. Conclusions and recom- inthe gas temperature,thetimeconstant
for relaxationof
mendations are contained in SectionV.
Pg to its equilibrium value is 1/20, where I is the length of the
discharge tube and v, is the sound speed. The gas temperature
11. DESCRIPTION
OF THE MODEL
relaxes to the wall temperature with a time constant proporThe model simulates a discharge pulse, laser pulse, and inter- tional to the radius of the discharge tube. With these assumppulseafterglow in a high repetition rate copper laser. Initial tions, the time rate of change ofPg and Pcuis
conditions are chosen and a number of cycles are computed
until consistent pulses are obtained. The following species are
considered in the model:
electrons
2S ground state copper
2Dmetastable copper (lower laser level)
2Pcopper (upper laser level)
lumped radiative state in copper
atomic copper ion
ground state helium
metastable state helium
lumped radiative state in helium
atomic heliumion
molecular helium ion
electron temperature
gas temperature
buffer gas pressure
copper vapor pressure
discharge current and voltage for circuit elementsi
laser intensity.
The helium metastable state is nominally the z3Slevel. For
both helium and copper, we have included a lumped radiative
state (He*, Cu**). These states act as a buffer for recombining
ions. When an electron and ion recombine, the resulting atom
is usually in an excited state. In our model, this state is He* or
Cu"". Subsequent processes involving these states (e.g., spon-

where P,, is the external buffer gaspressure and Pvp is the
copper vapor pressure based on the wall temperature. It is assumed that both p,, and PC, are constant. Assuming the gas
density stays in equilibrium withthe local temperatureand
pressure, the change in gas density due to changes in temperature and pressure can be written as

where ng and ncu are the densities of the buffer gas and copper atoms.
The voltage across the laser tube, and current through laser
tube are not only a function of the plasma impedance but depend on the particulars of the discharge circuit. Therefore, a
detailed description of the discharge circuitry was included as
part of the model. Different discharge circuits were used for
the ideal and real lasers.
The ideal laser discharge circuit consists of a capacitor ini-
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vd = IZRcRdI(Rc
Rd).Id =I&/(Rc

(1 2)

The kinetic model includes two classes ofcollisions: electronatomandatom-atom.
The following electronimpact reactions were included:

I

(b)

(1 1)

while the current through the discharge tube is

SUPPLY

I

Rd)

REAL

Fig. 1. Discharge circuits used in the model for (a) the ideal laser and
(b) the real laser.

tially charged to a voltage Vo, a thyratron with a switching
time T,, and the discharge tube (see Fig. 1). The time rate of
change of voltage across the tube is

ionization

etM+Wtete-Ae

(13)

excitation

e t M + M ' t e - Ae

(14)

superelastic

etM'+M+etAe

(1 5 )

elastic

e + M + e t M - Ae

(1 6 )

radiative
recombination

e tM++M**

(1 7)

collisional radiative
recombination

etetW+M**tetAe.

(18)

M represents all states of either copper or helium. M' is a
state higher than M for the particular reaction. M** is the
highest radiative state.The Ae represents acontribution to
the change in electron energy.
(5)
Ionization out of all levels was included, as well as excitation and superelastic relaxation between all applicable levels.
where f(7,) is the voltage turn on function and Rd is the inAlthough the lower laser level is metastable and its excitation
stantaneous discharge impedance
cross section is small compared to the upper level, its threshold
energy is 1.39 eV as compared to 3.82 eV for the upper laser
level. Therefore, at low electron temperatures, the excitation
rate to the lower laser level can exceed the excitation rate to
where me is the mass of the electron, v is the electron collision the upper laser level. This sets severe limits on pumping refrequency, and A is the effective cross-sectional area of the quirements andultimately determines theoptimum metal
discharge tube.
density.
The discharge circuit for the real laser simulates the actual
Electron diffusion is ambipolar whose rate is
circuit used for the VENUS laser. The details of the circuitry
can be found elsewhere, andtherefore are only briefly discussed here [ l ] , [8] . The model discharge circuit is shown in
Fig. 1. Capacitor C1 is the storage capacitor resonantly where D and p are the individual diffusion coefficients and
charged to voltage Vo by a dc power supply and inductance mobilities, and A is the diffusion length.
LC. Cz is a peaking capacitor. S1 represents thethyratron
The major atom-atom collisions are between excited helium
switch and is modeled by a reverse bias voltage which is re- states and neutral copper. The atom-atom collisions included
moved witha switching time 7,. The parallel charging re- are
sistance is R c . The thyratron is treated as a diode with current
He' t Cu(*) + Cu' + He
(20)
charge exchange
flowing through it in only one direction. The inductances L 1
and Lz represent lumped circuit values. The differential equaHe, t Cu(*) +Cu' t He t e + Ae
penning reactions
tions describing the circuitry are
(21)
collision
deactivation
diffusion and
deactivation

(9)

where current I j flows through Li and Viis the voltage across
capacitor Ci. The voltage across the discharge tube is

M' t wall +M.

(23)

The charge exchange and Penning reactions are sufficiently
fast so that copper ions are the only positive charge carriers
aftertens
of microseconds following the discharge pulse.
Superelastic collisions and diffusion are the major quenching
mechanisms for the lower laser level. Since the superelastic relaxation rate is afunction of theelectrontemperatureand
density, while the thermal diffusion relaxation rate is nearly
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constant, the particular afterglow conditions determine which
ofthese
two methods is themostimportant.Conditions
which favor the less efficient diffusion process are detrimental
to the performance of the laser. We will see that since the initial metastabledensity isresponsible forsettingthethresholdrequirements,the
particular modeofrelaxation
which
dominates is one of the major factors which limits the lasers
performance.
Theelectrondistributionfunction
is assumed to be Maxwellian. Since many iterations and integrations of stiff equations are required, theassumption wasmade for reasonsof
economy. In reality, as the metal density increases, the electron distribution function becomes depleted in electrons with
energy greater thanthecopperthreshold
values. TheMaxwellianassumption
therefore yields rates whichfavorhigh
threshold events at the expense of low threshold events. The
net result is that excitation and ionization of the helium buffer
is probably overestimated by a Maxwellian distribution, asis
excitation of the upper laserlevel with respect to the lower
laser level. During the afterglow period,thecharacteristic
electron energy is below the threshold values for excitation. A
Maxwellian distribution is therefore probably a good approximation during the afterglow. The time rate of change of the
electron temperature can be written as
3 dTe
-k-=2 dt

He, Niir$ A&$

e2E2 +
meu

i,i

ne
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The first three terms represent energy inputs to the electron
distributionandthe
last fourterms representenergy sinks.
The first term is due to the applied electric field. The second
term is due to Penning ionizations of species i, level j with rate
constant r8 injecting an electron of energy A€$ into the distribution. The thud term represents the increase in energy due
to superelastic relaxation of species i between levels j and k
separated by energy AEiik. The next term is the energy loss
due to excitations and ionizations followed by the energy loss
due to diffusion (i.e., diffusion cooling). Secondary electrons
are assumed to be born with zero energy and must be thermalized to the current electron temperature. This process occurs through electron-electron collisions which we assumed to
be instantaneous. The reduction inaverage electron temperature due to this processisrepresented by the sixth term of
(24), where t$ is the ionization rate for species Nii. The last
term is theelectronthermalization
due to elastic collisions
with species Nii of temperature Tg and mass M i at the rater;.
This term also includes Coulomb collisions with ions.
Rate equations for the electron density and for the density
of the upper andlower laser levels are given as follows:

SB ([Cu*] - g2
g,[Cu,

1).

In (25), the first and second terms represent the increase in
electron density due to ionization of species Nii and the decrease indensitydue to diffusion andrecombinationatthe
walls. The third term is the loss of electrons due to recombination with ions of species N f by radiative recombination (with
rate YRR) and collisional radiation recombination (with rate
rCRR). The last term is the increase in electron density due to
Penning ionizations.
In the rate equations for the lower (Cu,) and upper laser
levels (Cu*), the following notation is used. The electron impact rate for excitation of copper from state i to state j is rii
where the superscript s signifies a superelastic collision.
Ground state copper(Cu) is state 1, thelower laser level (Cu,)
is state 2, theupper laser level (Cu*) is state 3, and the lumped
radiative state (Cu**),which is the product ofelectron-ion
recombination, is state 4. Ionization of state i by electron impact has rate constantr: and the rate of collisional deactivation
of state i to state j by species N is r$,N. The rates of charge
exchange and Penning ionization are rcE and r p , and rii is the
radiative lifetime (including trappingfactors)forstate
i to
state j . The rate of stimulated emission due to cavity intensity
9 is B, and g j is the statistical weight oflevel i. Note that a
change in density for the excited states of copper as a result of
a change in gas temperature and pressure does not appear in
(26) and (27). This is due to the assumption that all excited
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[9]. Theformofthe
rate equations which result from the
processes discussed above can also be found in [9J
Rates for electron impact events were obtained by averaging
the energy dependent cross section over a Maxwellian distribution. The electron impact cross sections for helium were obtained from the compilation by Kieffer [ l l ] . Momentum
transfer and electron impact cross sections for the excitation
of the laser levels were obtained from the experimental dataof
Trajmar et aZ. [12J using the renormalization given by Hazi
and Winters [13]. The renormalization increases the cross
section for excitation of the lower level by a factor of three
from that valuegiven by Trajmar. Electron impact rates for
the ionization of ground state copper, ionization out of excited states, and transfer betweenexcitedstates were taken
from [14]. Superelastic collision rates were computedfrom
theexcitation rates using the principle of detailed balance
~51.
The lowest energy for which Trajmar et aZ. lists a cross for
electron impact excitation of copper is 6 eV [12]. The cross
section was extrapolated to zero at the threshold energy of the
transition. Since the ratio of excitation of the '
0state to the
'P state as a function of electron temperature in the range of
2-6 eV is an important parameter (see discussion below), the
energy dependence of the excitation cross sections of the 'D
and 2P states at low electron energy are especially important.
The lack of experimental data in the electron energy range less
than 6 eV therefore is a limiting factor in the accuracy of the
model.
For the results discussed in Section IV, the conductivity of
the discharge tube was increased by a factor of five from what
one would calculate fromtheelectron
collision frequency.
This factor was found necessary inorderforthe
maximum
value of the calculated discharge current to match the experimental value. Apart from the mentioned normalization, there
are no adjustable parameters in the model.
For reasonable initial conditions, aboutfouriterations
(i.e., discharge cycles) are required for the solution to converge
to its steady statevalue.

.
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- He'
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He,
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COLLISIONS

ENERGY COPPER
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Y V A T I O N

ne
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of collisional and radiative processes
included in the model.

states diffusing to the walls collisionally relax to the ground
state. This relaxation proceeds with the rate constant D c U / A 2 .
The gas temperature is calculated by considering joule heating as a source during the current pulse and elastic collisions
as a source during the afterglow. Conduction to the discharge
tube wall, whose temperature is assumed to be constant, is the
energy sink.
We have modeled the HRR copper laser primarily as a discharge and kinetics problem ratherthananoptics
problem.
Unlike other lasers where optical processes are dominant in
determining the distribution of excited states,optical processes
are of secondary importance in doing the same in the copper
laser. As will be discussed later,electronimpact
processes
dwarf stimulated emission in terms of populating and depopulating the laser levels. As a result, we have developed a simple
optical model. The optical processes can be grouped into
spontaneous and stimulatedevents.
Spontaneous emission from all radiative states to all lower
states was included. Radiation trapping factorswere calculated
using the Holstein method for transitions terminating on the
ground state [lo]. Amplified spontaneous emissionwas in111. THE IDEALLASER
cluded for the laser transition. We have considered only the
In
development
of themodel,the
greatest emphasis was
5106 transition in our analysis. The time rate of change in
placed
on
kinetic
processes
rather
than
optical
processes. The
cavity intensity is therefore
degree to which kinetic processes dominate the populating and
quenching mechanisms forthe upper 'P and lower 'D laser
[Cum]) ZJZC -'CI((1- R)/ZCt y)
dt
levels
is shown in Fig. 3. Here we have summed the total numg2
ber of events which contribute to changing the population of
t h vcA [Cu*] a.
(28)
the laserlevels during one cycle. Electron impact excitation
The first term of (28) is for stimulated emission and absorp- and superelastic relaxation between the ground state and the
tion. ,Z is the length of the heated region and I, is the length laser levels, as well as between the laser levels, dominate the
of the optical cavity. The second term represents losses due to populating and quenching events. Transitions betweenthe
output coupling with mirror reflectivity R and distributed laser levels due to laser emission are less important by more
losses y. The last term is a spontaneous emission startup term than two orders of magnitude. When laser emission is supwhere A is the Einstein coefficient, [Cu*] is thedensityof
pressed in the model, the change in the populations of the
the upper level, and a is a geometrical factor.The optical' laser levels is very small.
transitions described above, as well as the major kinetic proMany of the results which follow can be explained with the
cesses included in the model, are illustrated in Fig. 2.
aid of Fig. 4. Here we see the excitation rate from the ground
Most of the pertinent rate constants are discussed in detail in state to the 'D state normalized by the rate from the ground

a
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Fig. 4. The ratio of excitation rates from the ground state
to the 2D, 2P,
Cu+, and Cu** states as a function of electron temperature.
6 kHz
6 nF

25

t

Fig. 3. The sum of the number of events involving the laser levels during one cycle.Bars above the midlinerepresentpopulatingevents
while bars below the midline represent quenching events. Straight arrows represent electron impact events, curved arrows represent radiative processes, PI is Penning ionization, CE is charge exchange, and
ASE is amplified spontaneous emission. (a) 2Plevel and (b) 2D level.

state to the 2P level; and the excitation rate from the ground
state to states higher than the 2P normalized by the rate to the
2P level. Clearly, there is an optimumelectrontemperature
below which excitation of the lower level becomes increasingly
important and above which the probability for excitation to
higher lying states begins to dominate. Since at the beginning
of the discharge pulse in a HRR laser there is usually a significant density of copper atoms in the lower level, peak electron
temperatures which fail to exceed about 4 eV have difficulty
reaching threshold. Similarly, peak electron temperatures
which exceed 10 or 11 eV are not efficiently exciting the upper level and laser power decreases.
Laser power as a function of tube temperature for various
chargingvoltagesis
shown in Fig. 5 . All other parameters
(Pg= 9 torr, rep. rate'= 6 kHz, C = 6 nF) are fixed. (The copper density based on tube temperature in degrees centigrade is
1.23 X lo7 exp (0.0124 T,,,)/cm3 [18]. A tubetemperature
of 1450°C corresponds to a density of 7.53 X 10i4/cm3.) We
have computed minimum, optimum, and maximum tube

TUBE

TEMPERATURE

PC)

Fig. 5. Laser power as a function of tube temperature (copper
vapor
pressure) and charging voltage (Vo) for the ideal laser. The repetition
rate is 6 kHz and circuit capacitance is 6 nF.

temperatures displaying behavior which has been observed
experimentally [ 161. We have also reproduced the experimentally observed increase in optimumtubetemperature as the
charging voltage i s increased [16] (see Fig. 6 ) . The increase in
laser power between the minimum and optimumtubetemperature is a result of the increase in copper density. The decrease in laser power and its eventual cutoff can be explained
by the dependence of the electron temperature on metal density (seeFig. 7). As the copper density increases, the peak
electron temperature decreases. This is due to the large momentum transfer cross section for copper as compared to helium. For a given charging voltage, the electron temperature
eventually decreases t o a small enough value so that the rateof
excitation to the lower laser level becomes comparable to that
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Fig. 8. Laser power as a function of charging voltage for various tube
temperatures. Therate of change in laser power increases as the
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T, below which, for otherwise constantconditions, laser
power decreases. To first order, T,,,,,
Vo/ln T , where Vo
is the charging voltage and Tw is the wall temperature. If T,'
corresponds to some value of V, and T,, and V, is increased,
then T , and, hence, the metal density can be increased before
h / l n T, decreases to the critical value again. Therefore, the
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Fig. 6 . Optimum tube temperatureas a function of charging voltage.
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I

1600
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Fig. 7. The peak electron temperature
as a function of tube temperature for various charging voltages VO. The horizontal line represents a
minimum electron temperature below
which threshold will not be
reached under most conditions.

of the upper laser level and laser power decreases. Finally, at a
sufficiently high metal density, excitation of the lower level
dominates and laser oscillation cannotbe
sustained. The
decrease in electron temperature lowers the overall excitation
and ionization rate so that the electron density also decreases.
Since superelastic relaxation of themetastable lower laser level
is the preferred deexcitation mechanism (as compared to diffusion and relaxation atthe walls), metastableatomsare not
only being excited at a larger rate but are being relaxed at a
slower rate as the tube temperature increases.
The increase in optimum tube temperature with increasing
chargingvoltage is due to the same basic mechanism as described previously. Let us define a critical electron temperature

optimum tube temperature increases with increasing charging
voltage.
By increasing the charging voltage and hence the optimum
tube temperature, a larger fraction of the copper atoms contribute to the laser power. Therefore, the laser efficiency is
also greater. This is more clearly seen in Fig. 8 where laser
power as a function of charging voltage for given tube temperatures is plotted. (For similar experimental results, see [3]
and [16]). For low tube temperatures, laser power saturates
with respect to V, but for high tube temperatures, laser power
increases almost linearly with V,. When T, is increased, the
threshold voltage is increased since a higher voltage is required
to bring V,/ln T, above TL. The laser therefore operates inefficiently at low V, but quickly recovers until maximum effciency is reached at large V, and T,.
Fig. 9 shows the fraction of discharge energy expended during one cycle as a function of tube temperature. As the tube
temperature increases, more energy is spent exciting copper
atoms at the expense of helium atoms; however, the efficiency
of that expenditure decreases. This is due to the decreasing
electron temperature and is shown by the decrease in the ratio
of the energy expended in exciting the 2Plevel divided by the
energy expended exciting the 2D level. If we look at thesame
type of diagram (Fig. 10) for constant T, as a function of V,,
we see that as V, is increased, less energy is spent exciting copper and more energy is spent exciting helium. Despite the decrease in the fraction of total energy used to excite copper,
the energy is used more efficiently. This is shown by the increase in the 2P/2D
ratio. This is the opposite behavior than
we observed in the previous example.
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0.1

We have just seen that for high metal densities, increasing
input power by increasing charging voltage not only increases
I?
laser power but increases efficiency as well. The same is not
D
U
true for increasing input power by increasing discharge capaci0
z
tance (seeFig.
11). For constanttubetemperature,
laser
2
Ipower initially increases rapidly with increasing capacitance
o
4
II:
but soon saturates, reaching a maximum value. Laser efficiency
u.
is maximum at a smaller capacitance and lower power. This
behavior is primarily due to two factors; the time dependent
He ELASTICbehavior of the electron temperature and the mode of relaxa0.01
8
9
IO
I1
12
13
14
15
tion of the lower laser level.
In a simpledischarge circuit, dV/dt = - V/RC Therefore,
CHARGING VOLTAGE ( K V )
6nF
the larger the discharge capacitance, the longer a high voltage is
6KHZ
1500'C
sustained across the discharge tube. In Fig. 12 the peak elecFig. 10. The fraction of discharge energy expended in various excita- tron temperature and the electron temperature at
the maxition eventsandelectron collisionsas afunction of Vi. As VO increases, a smaller fraction of the energy is channeled into the copper mum laser intensity for a 6 kHz laser are plotted as a function
but the energy is used more efficiently.
of discharge capacitance. With low discharge capacitance, the
a
4
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o
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calculated as a function of repetition rate are shown in Fig. 14.
The value of the initial metastable density dominates the performance of the copperlaser as the repetition rate is increased.
Laser pulse energy is usually largest for a single discharge pulse
and decreases as the repetition rate increases since the initial
electron temperature fallsvery quickly from its early peak metastable density increases as a result of the shorter relaxavalue so that by the time the laser pulse appears, electron im- tion time. (For similar experimental values, see [I71 .) Laser
pact rates are unfavorable forcontinuedexcitation.
As the power increases with increasing repetition rate as long as the
capacitance is increased, the electron temperature stays near decrease in pulse energy is smaller than the increase in repetiits peak value for a longer time so that electron impact rates tion frequency. For the ideal laser, and for otherwise constant
remain favorable for a correspondingly longer period of time. conditions, laser pulse energy is inversely proportional to the
This trend continues untiltheelectrontemperature
at the initial metastable density, whose valueisgiven by nmax exp
maximum laser intensity is very nearly its peak value. Sustain- - 1/76?where I- is the decay constant anda i s the repetition rate.
energy is proportional to therepetition
rate.
ing the electron temperature near its peak value beyond the Laserpulse
time that the laser intensity is maximum by increasing capaci- Hence, P 62 exp 1/76?, and the optimum repetition rate is =
tance nets a very small increase in laser power. This is due to 1/r.
the fact that the increasing metastable density has already reN. THE REAL COPPERLASER
duced the laser gain to a small or negativevalue. At this
A typical current pulse and laser pulse, experimental and calpoint laser power saturates with respect t o discharge capacitance. Increasing discharge capacitance further is a waste of culated, for the VENUS copper laser are shown in Fig. 15. The
ringing in the circuit is between the discharge tube ahd peaking
energy which is reflected by the decrease in laser efficiency.
When the input power is increased by increasing capacitance, capacitor. The magnitude of ringing depends on the discharge
the average electron density during the interpulse period in- impedance.
Since the tube temperature of a real HRR copper laser is a
creases.This
greatly affectsthe mode in which metastable
copper atoms are relaxed. Withlargevalues of capacitance, function of input power, the product R C V 2 / 2 must remain
relaxation by superelastic electron collisions are more impor- constant if the metal density is to remain constant during a
tant for a longer period of time than for small valuesof capaci- given parametric study. One example is laser power as a functance (see Fig. 13). Despite the fact that more metastable tion of repetition rate for constant metal density. For the exatoms are formed at thehigh input power levels, the relaxation perimental results of Fig. 16, the charging voltage was adjusted
rate is also larger so that the initial metastable density is largest to keep the input power constant. Using the appropriate disfor the smallest input powers. Hence, for otherwise constant charge circuit, the calculated results for the same conditions
conditions, large values of electron density during the inter- are shown in Fig. 17. In both examples, as the tube temperapulse period relax metastable atoms more efficiently and in- ture and metal density increase, the optimum repetition rate
crease the laser extraction efficiency.
decreases (see Fig. 18) and the dependence of laser power on
Laser power, pulse energy, and the initial metastable density repetition rate is more pronounced. Although the calculated

Fig. 13. The ratio of relaxation of ’0copper by superelastic electron
collisions as compared to diffusion. The two cases represent a high
average electron density and temperature (25 nF) and a low average
electron density and temperature (2 nF).
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laser power is low, there is good agreement between the measured and calculated optimumrepetition rates. With the results obtained from the analysis for theideal laser, this behavior
can now be explained.
We have already shown that in order to maximize laser pulse
energy when the metal density has been increased, the charging voltage must also be increased. For constant input power,
higher charging voltages are associated with lower repetition
rates. Therefore, the optimum repetition rate decreases with
increasing metal density. Fora given charging voltage, the
electron temperature decreases with increasing metal density.
Therefore, for increasing and high repetition rates, the electron
temperature falls more quickly for high metal densities than
low metal densities. The decrease in laser power is therefore
also more severe. The decrease in electron temperature also
results in lower electron densities and higher initial metastable
densities.
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Fig. 18. The optimum repetition rateas a function of tube temperatwe
for constant inputpower [ 191.

Laser power isalso a function of buffer gas pressure, for
which experimental and calculated results are shownin Fig, 19.
(Input power remains constant for these examples.) The decrease in laser power with increasing buffer gas pressure is due
primarily to the decrease in electron temperature. As the
buffer gas pressure increases, the peak current decreases, but
the current pulse length increases, both a result of the decreasing electron density. The initial metastable density also increasessince the more efficient electron collision relaxation
rate decreases with increasing pressure. At buffer gas pressures
below optimum, excitation and ionization rates to states with
thresholds greater than the 2P copper levels become increasingly more probable, especially those rates for exciting helium
states. Despite the decrease inthe densityof ground state
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helium, theexponential increase inheliumexcitation
rates
yields a net increase in energy channeled into the buffer gas.

V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
We have described and presented results for a model of a
high repetition rate copper laser, This model differs from
previously reported modelsin that initial conditions consistent
with the discharge and laser parameters are obtained as part of
the solution. We have found that the initial density of metastable copper and the peak electron temperature are the two
major factors indetermining laser power. Processes which
directly effect these two quantities, such as the dominant
mode of metastable relaxation, also affect laser power. Based
on the analysis above, laser power can almost always be increased by increasing the charging voltage. Not only does increasing V, increase laser power at a given metal density, but
it also increases the optimum tube temperature. The increase
in optimum tube temperature could yield an exponential increase in laser power since the metal density increases exponentially with temperature. (For a given metal density, there
is a voltage which will optimize laser power.) The upper limit
to increasing laser power is currently set by the materials used
in the constructionof discharge tubes. The maximum material
temperature sets an upper limit to the discharge input power
and hence voltage. Due to this limitation, copper lasers and
metalvapor lasers in general are operating far belowtheir
potential in bothlaser power and extractionefficiency.
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